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An algorithm and computer program CMPGEL, which is part of the GELLAB 2D 
electrophoretic gel analysis system, is described for pairing comparable spots in two gels. 
Pairing of spots between two gels at a time is necessary for the comparison of multiple gel 
images by the construction of multiple gel data bases. Interrogation of and experimentation 
with the spot data base may then be performed in order to extract measurements on 
particular spots for the set of gels. The enormous problem of pairing all spots in one gel with 
all spots in another gel is reduced to a small number of much simpler problems by 
partitioning spots in the gels into local regions. These are denoted by proximity to so caged 
“landmark spots” and are termed “landmark regions.” Spots within landmark regions are 
then compared in order to perform the pairing. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In a previous paper ( 1) in this series (1, 2) we have emphasized the need for 
computer support of 2D gel electrophoresis analysis and described a 
component of an implemented system for providing this support, a system we 
call GELLAB. In the first paper, we also treated the problem of spot extraction 
within a single gel. In this paper ‘we consider the first step in locating a 
particular spot in a set of gels-i.e., pairwise matching of the spot in two gels, 
such that the (possibly shifted) location of the same spot in both gels is 
recorded, with reference to one of them. This is a prerequisite to detecting 
whether individual polypeptides change with respect to experimental 
conditions, i.e., this pairing of spots within a set of gels taken two at a time is 
the means whereby a multiple gel data bse is gradually constructed. The 
articulations of this comprehensive data base into subsets in accordance with 
the biological problem is a subject we discuss in the last paper of this series (2). 

The entire GELLAB procedure for tracking spots over a set of gels is 
presented in Fig. 1 of Ref. (I) as a set of single but coordinated sequential 
tasks. Gels are first acquired, then spots are segmented using the SG2DRV 
program. This results in a gel segmentation file (GSF) consisting of a list of spot 
(x, y, density) triples (I). One form of segmenter output is a gel segmentation 
tile (GSF) consisting of a list of spots and their features (cf. Table I). Note in the 
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Gel image and accession acquisition 

,‘, lSG2 DR"1 Gel spot segmentation and measurement 
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I see Rspotl 
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FIG. 1. Block diagram of the 2D-gel analysis GELLAB system. Programs associated with major 
steps of GELLAB are indicated in square brackets. Gel images are acquired by scanning with a 
vidicon TV camera interfaced to a picture memory and saved on the computer. Accession 
information about the set of gels is also used to update an accession file. The gel images are then 
segmented and measurements made of the spots which are found. Landmark spots, which are 
either known proteins or well-defined spots spaced fairly evenly throughout the gel, are then 
manually selected. Using gel image flicker alignment, the landmark spots are aligned for all of the 
gels with a representative gel (R-gel). This information and the raw segmentation data is then used 
to pair spots in the remaining gels with the R-gel. The set of gel pairings with the same R-gel may be 
merged together to form a list of sets of equivalent R-spots called the composite gel data base 
(CGL). Thus a R-spot set (supposedly) contains the same spot from all the gels in which it occurs. 

table that each spot has a spot index (which can be used to refer to the spot), an 
(x, y) centroid, and a density measurement given in several formats. These 
include D (total raw density in a spot), D’ (D corrected for local background 
density), (D ‘/TotalP)%, and volume estimate V based on a Gaussian model of 
the spot. Any of these can be used in the gel-pairing algorithm, with 
(D’/TotalD’)% serving as the default density. In terms of the diagram, this 
paper discusses the second step; it presents an algorithm for spot pairing 
between two gels using a small set of local landmarks to locally align 
subregions. The CMPGEL program implements this algorithm and produces a 
gel comparison file (GCF). Finally, a multiple gel spot data base is constructed 
and analyzed (2). 

In the analysis of 2D gels the argument for computer aid does not rest on 
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TABLE I 

EXAMPLE OF GEL SEGMENTATION FILE 

SC2DRV : VIralon June 19, 1980 - 1:4opm 
fOd4Y.S date IS 07/01/lOSO, 03106120 PV 
USerI C33,lJ 
Gel Ssomsnt~tion File ~SI P10054,cSF 
0054.1~PA~1~/-/-/3-7-79/s5~PHA/3;10,5-20~/ 
120 HRS/H3/4 HFtS/21 HRS/PHA/ 
E00293/0011/-NOhE-/V~CICC~-MAN,20~M,FR,69CN/LESTER~ 

57 S4 112 135 152 169 183 194 204 217 222 0 0 0 0 0 96 490 51 398 
sr1tcnes: /CTl,CCRE 
*indow 196:490,518398~ 
Irea slslna llmlts C 10.00~ 2000.00) 
Density slzlnq llmlts ( .lO: 500.00) 
Density range rlzlnq 11nlts ( .04J 2.70) 
SavinQ Outout lrrqe In [44,3JZ00293,PIX 
Savlno ccntrrl core Inmom In ~44,3JC00293.p1x 
*can baCYQround matrlz in ND (rte dcv) 

.00(*/- .OO) .ooc*/- .OOl .oor*/- ,001 .oor*/- ,001 .ooc*/- .OO) .01<*/- ,011 

.oor*/- .OO) .oor*/- .OOJ .01t*/- ,011 ,02c*/- .02) .OO(*/- .on, .OO(*/- .OO) 

.oor*/- .OOJ .ooc*/- .OOJ .oor*/- .OO) .01t*/- ,011 .oor*/- .OO) .ooc*/- .OO) 

.OO(+/- .OO) .OO(+/- .OOJ .OOC+/- .OdJ .OO(+/- ,001 .OO(+/- .OO, .00(+/v .OOJ 

.oor*/- .OO) .oor*/- .OOl .oor*/- .OO) .oot*/- .OO) .00(*/- -00) .oot*/- .OO) 
CCI 1 b.E.R[ 119J l/R, 52: 601 D.R.=l .25: 1.351 C/A= .879 me= .000 

1st POPI 123.37, 55.621 A= 51 D= 44.84 C'= 44.64 (D'/tOts1D')6: 1.418 
sx= 2.@1 sy= 2.27 SXY= 1.67 V= 43.62 

CC@ 2 I'.E.RI 1271 133, 521 S41 D.R.af .03J 1.241 C/A= .582 PnBs ,000 
lrt NCu[ 127.74, 53.131 A= 12 D= 6.99 D'z 6.99 (D'/tOtalD')88 .221 

sx= 1.03 sy* .e2 SZYW .74 Va 7.41 
CC@ 3 P.F.RI 97: 105, 531 611 D.R.=J .OoJ ,223 D/A= ,076 HnS8 .OOO 

1st WOC( 102.42, 57.46) A= 40 08 3.67 D** 3.67 fD’/totalD’J98 .129 
SXS 1.66 Sy= 1.26 sxy= 1.16 V= 3.29 

. 

. 
. 

CC. 453 t'.C.Rt 2061 217, 3n4: 3971 D.R.X[ .oo: .251 t/A= ,099 nnea .ooo 
1st CIOP[ 210.70, 390.271 A= 94 C' 6.33 D’= 6.33 tD’/totmlD’)6* .266 
sx= 2.23 sy= 1.73 filly= 1.57 "= 6.93 

total Of 453 accepted n spots aecunulated density= 3173.00, area= 16065 
total Of 453 aCcePted 0' spots accumulated dmsity- 3173.00, area= 16065 
total 0f 7393 owlttcd soots aecuwlrtcd density* 675.29, area8 62523 
Dmltted/ACcmFtmd d4nsltY = 219 
TINISHED! Tnc GSF 1s PlOO54,CSF 
Real TIME 800139:06 
CPU TIPE =00~14102, 36.6262 

~~1~. Lllustmtion of put of the gel segmentation file for 3H-labeled PHA stimulated tymphocyte 
gel 54.1 with b&J parameters and some of the spot feature list data presented. 

problem complexity, though the problems are biologically complex, nor on 
image-processing brilliance, though the algorithms are efficient and appear 
sufficient for the task. A gel analysis system is necessary because most gels 
contain a very large number of spots, spots which are at best only locally 
congruent from gel to gel (I), which cannot be counted on to maintain “shape” 
or optical density and contain little infrastructure on which to build a 
characterization. There is at best a local congruence between two gels related 
by some a priori undetermined tine transformation. 

In dealing with this material, human factor considerations place a practical 
limit on the number of spots about which density information can be manually 
obtained. Manual techniques such as optical flicker comparison between two 
spots on separate gels is useful for local alignment, especially in cases with 
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obvious spot differences (2, 3). But this method forces the user to deal with the 
gels sequentially in that only pairwise gel comparisons can be made, making the 
process time consuming and difficult for the viewer to see a pattern directly 
over a set of gels. Flicker and analogous methods are probably capable of 
supporting a complete search for all major polypeptide differences, but the 
bookkeeping needed to identify the same spot in several gels makes computer 
aid attractive. Beyond some (relatively small) number of spots, some 
computer aid in matching, “remembering,” and retrieving images of 
preserved spot correspondences is seen as indespensable. An added benefit of 
this is that after the spots have been isolated, located, and tagged, the machine 
can use this information to produce a variety of representations, pictorial, 
diagrammatic, numerical, etc., that aid the user in seeing patterns difficult to 
grasp when attention is focused on small regions. Final output of GELLAB 
includes labeled gel image maps, where statistically interesting spots have been 
marked as well as numeric spot data lists to support these findings. 

Partitioned Search 

Aside from the number of spots to be examined, a major problem 
complicating spot localization is the local distortions in the gel so that 
neighboring spots in one gel will likely be neighbors in another gel but the 
intervening distances between them will change to some degree. Several 
semiautomated methods for aligning corresponding spots in two gels, described 
as being in various stages of design and use, explicitly deal with this condition. 

In one, a gel is transformed locally to the distortions of a second gel (4). 
Three evenly spaced corresponding spots are manually defined for both gels in 
the region to be transformed. A linear transformation of this region is 
performed to translate, rotate, and stretch the image locally. After the 
transformation, spots are matched in this local region using a least-squares 
fitting procedure counting those pairs less than a specified distance apart in the 
two gels. This procedure is used to successively partition the gel space with a 
set of manually defined triangular regions and thus is able to pair a large number 
of the spots in the gels. 

A gel image analysis system (5, 6) is being used to develop protein maps 
automatically and interactively on a wide variety of human biological materials. 
An interactive mode using a color display allows comparison of spots between 
gels. Geometric correction is done locally using a linear interpolation in 
localized regions of a pair of gels. The corrected images can then be used to 
produce protein maps containing position information as well as the amount of 
polypeptide for the local regions. These maps can then be compared between 
gels. Rectangularly defined subregions of a gel can be investigated 
independently (6) and serve as a basis which to discuss a subset of spots. 

In another system (7)) spots from separate gels are brought into alignment by 
the operator by first manually bringing 15-20 pairs of spots into alignment. 
Then, the alignment vectors for each of these localities are used to shift one 
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pattern into register with the other and the images are then replotted. 
Measurements of the same spots in different gels is done with operator 
assistance in denoting the spot of interest. 

2. A LANDMARK-DRIVEN SPOT-PAIRING ALGORITHM 

We present in this paper, an alternative view of the primary pairing 
algorithm. This involves the construction of a projected image composed from 
the two members of the gel pair. In the actual matching, the computations are 
performed in a single plane-the representative gel plane. A central notion is 
that of the establishment of landmark spots that serve to “anchor” the other 
spots in its vicinity. Essentially, landmark spots are aligned by the user and 
then the machine automatically aligns all other spots with the corresponding 
spots in the other gel. The procedure is simple and, as we will see in the next 
paper, has been successfully extended to align a multiple set of gels. 

A set of landmark spots increases the efficiency of intergel spot matching by 
providing an empirical basis for the partitioning of a gel image into tractable 
corresponding subregions. 

A landmark spot may be defined in various ways. In one current empirical 
procedure for choosing landmarks, it is a morphologically distinctive spot such 
that neighboring spots and the landmark spot form a consistent morphological 
structure. An alternative definition of the landmark spot might be to double 
label the gels such that known protein standards have one radioactive isotope 
label and the sample being analyzed another. Moreover, this structure should 
be easily recognized across the set of gels. The landmark spots are selected to 
cover the regions of interest of the gel fairly evenly. This has the advantage of 
preventing undue biases in the labeling toward some regions of the gel 
compared to others. From 10 to 25 landmarks are generally established 
depending on the quality of the gel with fewer required for the better gels. 
These are called the landmark set. The operator aligns the landmark spots in 
the two gel images using the FLICKER system, which permits him to move 
one of the gels while keeping the other constant. Viewing time for each of the 
images may be independently set and varied until the user is satisfied he has 
“superimposed” the two images of the same spot. He notifies the machine and 
then processes the next landmark spot in the same fashion. Once the landmarks 
are established, alignment of nearby spots is automatic (see (3) for discussion 
of flicker alignment of gels as well as the Appendix). 

The landmark region is a 2D space surrounding a landmark spot. It is defined 
as a fuzzy region having more certainty closer in toward the landmark spot. 
The half-radius of certainty Ri for landmark i is a distance defined to be half the 
distance from landmark i to the nearest neighbor landmark. Figure 2 illustrates 
the half-radius concept. Images of a spot within the half-radius of a landmark 
set would have a higher probability of being aligned (since the landmarks have 
“perfect” alignment) than if the spot were outside of this radius. Thus, using 
this heuristic concept of partitioning the spots by landmark region, it is possible 
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FIG. 2. Definition of landmark half-radius of certainty Ri and nearest-neighbor landmarks. Ri is 1 
the minimum distance from landmark i to its nearest adjacent landmarkj. In this example, radius 
Ra > Rb and Rb = Rc. The nearest-neighbor of landmark A is B and its next-nearest-neighbor 
landmark is C. 

read landmarks for the two gels from landmark data base 

For both gels 
1 

read the two gel segmentation files (gsfl into lists 11 and 12 

For all landmarks I 

I fmd the landmarks in the gsf data, update landmarks 

L1_::,,! compute mwm”m radu, nearest and next nearest neighbor landmarks 

I as?.tgn spots in 11 and 12 to landmark spa sets 

For all landmark sets 
1 

do the initial spot pairing 

For all landmark sets 
1 

if marking then put spot labels onto copies of images 

For all landmark sets 
1 

dump spat pairs into gel comparison file 

FIG. 3. Block diagram of the 2D-gel comparison procedure. 
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to pair the spots automatically once the landmarks are established. The 
landmark spots are then compared with the two GSF spot lists and the best 
segmented spot is used rather than the coordinates manually produced. If no 
spot can be found for a landmark within specified error bounds (currently the 
dT2 distance-see below), that landmark is not used in the pairing process. It is 
possible to ascertain how reliable the particular pairing actually was by back- 
checking paired spots in the labeled images. 

The probability of finding the same spot in two gels relative to the aligned 
images of a close by landmark is greater than if the entire gel spot space were to 
be searched. This partitioned search has the added advantage that landmark 
regions contain an order of magnitude fewer spots than the total gel space. 
Thus the combinatorics of performing the spot matching is greatly decreased as 
well. 

Implementation of Landmark-Oriented Spot Pairing between Two Gels 

The spot-pairing algorithm is illustrated in flowchart form in Fig. 3. It is 
implemented as the CMPGEL program in the SAIL programming language (8) 
for a DECSYSTEM-10 or DECSYSTEM-20 computer. The actual pairing is 
performed in two passes through the landmark sets data, called the primary and 
secondary pairing procedures. Each procedure operates on one landmark set at 
a time. 

Spoa @ in gel Gl. dT, = ~ 

C 
. in gel G2. dT, = _ 

FIG. 4. Spot pair primary labeling assignment definitions. Each potential nearest neighbor spot 
pair in a landmark set has one of four labels: SP-sure pair, PP-possible pair, AP-ambiguous 
pair, US-unresolved spot. The labeling cases are defined by the following cases: (1) US- 
unresolved spot (no dP); (2) SP-dL2 < Ra and dP2 < dT1; (3) PP-dL3 > Rn anddP3 < dT2; (4) 
PP-dL4 < Ra anddP4 > dT1 anddP4 < dT2; (5) PP-dL5 > Ra and dP5 < dT1; (6) PP-dL6 > 

Ra and dP6 < dT2. For the other spot AP’--dLB > Ra and dP6’ < dT2 and dFW > dP6; (7) US- 
unresolved spot (no dP). 
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In the primary pairing algorithm (Fig. 4), the spots are fhst mapped to the 
Cartesian coordinate system defined by making the landmark spot (0, 0) 
relative to the origin in the two gels, G 1 and G2. Each spot in G 1 is 
provisionally paired to the spot that is its nearest neighbor in the projected 
image of G2. Because of possible asymmetry of the two sets the reverse 
comparison is also performed so that each spot in G2 is provisionally paired 
with its nearest-neighbor spot in G 1. The nearest-neighbor distance is called dP 
(pair distance). The distance dL is the distance from the landmark spot to the 
mean locus of the two spots in the provisional pair. Two parameter distances 
are empirically defined: dT1 and dT2. Spots closer than dT1 are relatively well 
paired. Spots greater than dT2 are very poorly paired and possibly should not 
be paired. The working values of dT1 and dT2 (5 and 10 pixels, respectively) 
were determined empirically, by examination of the nearest-neighbor values of 

b) 

d) 

FIG. 5. Secondary spot pairing can be used to further resolve AP and US labels in adjacent 
landmark sets into SP or PP labels which are then placed in either of the two sets: (a) two 
unresolved spots, (b) two ambiguous pairs, (c-d) one ambiguous spot and one resolved spot. The 
new pair is put into whichever landmark set has the smallest dL for the potential pair. 
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several sets of paired gels under a wide variety of conditions. Figure 4 shows 
various cases which can occur. Four types of pairing labels can be assigned. 
There are sure pair “SP,” possible pair “PP,” ambiguous pair “AP,” and 
unresolved spot “US.” The primary spot pair labeling assignments are defined 
in Fig. 4. 

The primary pairing algorithm is a simple first-order model. Consequently 
some spots on the periphery of the landmark region may be misclassified as an 
AP or US whereas they be a SP and PP classification in another adjacent 
landmark region. Figure 5 illustrates these cases. To correct these few 
misclassifications, the secondary pairing algorithm is applied in order to 
possibly re-pair AP and US spots in’the next-nearest landmark set using AP and 
US spots from those sets. The resultant re-paired spot pair (either a SP or PP if 
it meets their threshold criteria) is then placed in the landmark set with the 
smallest dL. 

CMPGEL Output 

Finally, after spots are paired, the program can optionally draw the labels 
into copies of the original images. The paired data, sorted by landmark sets, are 
then output into the gel comparison file (GCF). The information regarding the 
identity of the two gels and gel segmentation files as well as the manually 
defined landmarks becomes part of the permanent preface to the GCF. The 
landmarks found in the GSFs are also reported as is the Euclidian distance from 
the manually defined to the segmenter defined equivalent spot. If this distance 
is greater than & from a landmark for either G 1 or G2, than that landmark spot 
is ignored and the GSF spots are partitioned into other landmark spot sets. At 
the end of the GCF, statistics regarding the number of each of the four pairing 
assignments are given for both the primary and secondary pairing. 

3. RESULTS 

The spot-pairing algorithm just described has been in use over the past year 
and has been applied to over 300 gels consisting of both autoradiograph and 
silver stained gels. Two pairs of gels will be presented here to illustrate the 
algorithm at the various stages of processing. Further discussion of the results 
of spot pairing is in the final paper of this series which deals with multiple gel 
data bases (2). Figures 6a,b (7a,b) show a pair of 3H (35S) labeled lymphocyte 
gels from the same normal patient (9, 10). Figure 6 has 250 pm/pixel resolution 
and Fig. 7 has 170 pm/pixel. In Fig. 6, gel 54.1 had PHA added to stimulate 
growth while gel 36.1 is a control. In Fig. 7, gel 102.2 had PHA added to 
stimulate growth while 103.2 was a control. Autoradiograph exposure was 
therefore correspondingly longer for the non-PHA gels to compensate for a 
lower rate of synthesis of radiolabeled proteins. Figures 6c,d and 7c,d show the 
segmented spot images. Gel 36.1 has 207 spots while gel 54.1 has 457. Gel 102.2 
has 1081 spots and 103.2 has 1035. 
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TABLE II 

EXAMPLEOF LMS-LM LANDMARK Spot FILE 

. 

/ C~PCELI VFR l/26/19 -'3104PV 
/ INTO SYSQ:LN0012,DA FRCM CSP FILES; P10054.DA AND P1003b.DA 
/ SUREIPAIR THRES'dOLDa 5, POSSIBLEIPAIR THRESHCLCs 10 

SEP 21, 1978, TIvE 11152:21 A@ 
LANDMARK A GlC353, 2291, G2t265, 2351 
LANCYAPK P Glt330, 1811, G2t266, 1751 
LANCNARK C Gl(340, 1911, G2t278, 1791 
LANDYARK C GltlSb, 1351, G21290, 1631 
LANDMARK E Glt353, 1951, G2f28b. 1921 
LAYCYARK F Glt252, 1991, G2tl97, 2001 
LANCNARK C Gl[223, 1461, G2f160, 1451 
LANONARK H Glt200, 2171, G2[139, 2241 
LANONARK 1 Gl[?QO, 2061, G2C234, 2061 
LANCWARK J GlCldS, 2051, G2[249. 2021 
LANDMARK K Gltldb, 2561, G?L251, 2641 
LANCwARK L G11302, 2711, G2[245, 2771 
LANDMARK M Glt333, 2661, G2C273, 2721 
LANCYARW N Glt3b5, 3011, G2002, 3021 
LANDMARK @ Glf369, 3131, G21326, 3191 
LANDNARK P Clt394, 2711, GZt331, 2751 
LANONARK G Glf406, 2501, G21345, 2541 
LAYDHARK R GlC395, 2321, G21332, 2361 
LANDCARK S Glt376. 2591. GZt313. 2651 
LANDMARK 'I Glt363, 2661, G2t300, 2721 
LPNCNARK U Glt375. 2111. G2013. 2061 
LANCMARK V Glt365; 2OSj; G21303; 2051 
LANCMARK W Glt243, 1941. G2(16B, 1961 
LANCNAYK X Glt224. 2721. G21169. 2741 
ELAPSFC TIYE: 731; SW-OR 12.ib *I'd. 

Note. An example of a typical entry in the landmark data base file. The set of spots in this entry is 
accessed by gel name content. That is, by the gel name pairs (54.1,36.1) or (36.1,54.1). Gl 
corresponds to gel 54.1 and G2 to 36.1. The G 1 [x,y] 2-tuples are the positions of the spots in gel i 
for the specified landmark. The elapsed time is the time spent by the user interactively landmarking 
spots and varies from about 3 to 30 min for very ditftcult gels with the average time being between 5 
to 7 min. 

Figure 8 shows the landmark spots for the two pairs of gels with each of these 
spots marked with a small plus sign and the landmark name to its right. Table II 
illustrates a typical landmark set entry for the 54.1/36.1 pair of gels. 

After the spot labels are assigned, copies of the original images may be 
overwritten with the label names for all spots in the spot lists, SP, PP, and AP 
labels appear in the image as “S, ” “P,” and “A” while US appears as a small 
“+” (because using the larger “U’symbol would crowd the image where it 
noisy). Figure 9 shows the labeled pairs for the lymphocyte gel pairs at 250 
pm/pixel, where landmark spots in these images have a box around them. 
Tables IIIa, b show part of the output of a typical GCF for gels 54.1 and 36.1. 
Table IIIa illustrates the landmark registration and parameters while IIIb shows 
some representative paired spots as well as pairing statistics. 

Secondary pairing for gels 54.1/36.1 increased the (SP + PP)/total spots 
percentage from 61.5 to 66.1%. For gels 102.2/103.2 it increased from 60.1 to 
61.3%. In general a 1.5 to 3% increase in (SP + PP) labeling is observed. This 
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seems to indicate that most pairing is performed (as expected) during the 
primary pairing phase of the algorithm. When two very different gels (such as 
54.1 with 457 spots and 36.1 with 207 spots) are compared it is to be expected 
that a fairly high number of US and AP spot labels would result. For more 
similar gels, the (SP + PP) ratio is in the range of 70 to 85% depending on the 
artifactual noise of the gels. 

4. DISCUSSION 

Global Gel Matching 

The global matching of two gels would involve a D’arcy Thompson-type 
transformation ( I I) of one of the gels to bring it into congruence with the other. 
In this transformation the set of points on the grid are displaced by a 
continuously differentiable 2D distortion function. In the original gel the 
corresponding physical distortion is caused, by, among other factors, 
inhomogeneties in the ampholine/acrylamide mixtures when the gels are run. 
One approach to gel analysis is to remove the distortion (as is currently done 
with satellite images) and then perform the point-by-point comparison ( 12). 
This correction implies some knowledge of the inverse distortion function that 
is by and large lacking for 2D gels. Moreover, the amount of computation 
required to perform the full D’arcy Thompson image transformation is 
considerably greater than for simply pairing spots as performed by our 
algorithm (which may be thought of as sublandmark registration). Therefore, 
since the actual gel analysis requirement is to pair spots for comparison, it is 
more efficient to simply pair local corresponding spots rather than to transform 
the gel images themselves and then compare the spots in the images. 

The pairing algorithm has an additional advantagei.e., it is also applicable 
to automatically defined landmarks, should they become available. One 
interesting technique that has been proposed (13) to circumvent the gel 
distortion problem is double labeling. If two gels are congruent, then spot 
pairing is greatly simplified. One gel sample is labeled with 3H and the other 
with 14C-labeled amino acides when the samples are grown in deficient media. 
The two samples are added together just prior to running the gel and then two- 
step autoradiography is performed for the 14C- and 3H-labeled gel. This 
technique has the advantage of forcing perfect alignment between the two 
autoradiographs although the screen film will have some of the 14C exposure as 
well. This technique unfortunately can only be used with material which can be 
radioactively double labeled. Fluorescent labeling of known spots could play 
an analogous role for stained gel images. 

Impact of Landmark Selection on Later Stages of Processing 

The partition of the plane into variable-sized landmark regions is based 
essentially on the local spread of landmarks. A priori one would think that 
pairing in regions of high landmark concentration would be more likely to be 
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TABLE IIIa 

EXAMPLES OF GEL COMPARISON FILE PARAMETERS 

CPPGCLf50,321: version June 26, 1980 - 115OPM 
Todey’s date 1s 07/01/1980, 03:44140 PM 
ur*r: 03.31 
Gel CO@ParlSon File iSI C10036.GCF tror P10054,GSF and Pl0036.GSF 
0054,l/PA?:3/-/-13.7-79/#5/PHA/3:10,5-20$/ 
120 HRS/H3/4 HRS/21 HRS/PHA/ 
~0O29310O11/-kOti~-/VICICON-MAN,2S~~,FS,69C~/~~S7~R~ 

57 84 112 135 152 169 183 194 204 217 222 0 0 0 0 0 96 490 51 398 
0036.1/PA713/?/?/1-17-79/~1/RES11NG/3~10, 5-209/ 
120 HRS/H3/4 HRS/llO HRS/PHA/ 
E001S5/R2JO/-NONL-/VICICON-~AN,2SkM,FS,69CU/~~S7~R* 

34 62 86 109 128 146 163 176 188 197 204 215 0 0 0 0 45 405 86 367 
Dlrtancc Rlzlnq lllnits (dP1 = 5.00, dP2 I 10.00): 
S*itChCs: /MARK 
LC\SCL.LM from wl ACC:'r 0054.1 and 0036.1 
‘The (RcPrcrrntltlvc)R-qcl lrr 0054.1 

LANDCARk 11 Clt353, 2291, G2t285, 2351 
LANCYARK #B C1[330, 1811, CZf268, 1751 

. 
GltA, 34911 351, 2301,E.Olff* 2.2, G2tA. 16711 286, 236l,r,Dlff= 1.4.OK 
Cl[B, 2261t 329, 1821,E.Dlff= 1.4, G2ts. 6911 267, 1751,E,Dlff= l.O-OK 

. 

. 

. 
ItCAl= 12 to nearest LMsLV,Vl, next neareat ~~stu,ul 
Rtsl* 5 to nearest Lrs(C,Cl, next nearest L*sfA,Al 

. 

. 

. 
Marked qcl comperlron filea WC: UOOlS5.PIX and VOOlS5.PIX on I44,31 
Cl HIS 453, G2 HAS 207 SPOTS 
TOTAL CEhSIIY Cl= 3173.00, G2= 1155.77 
Ok’II7EC 707AL DENSITY Cl= 675.29, 62s 2291.90 

Note. An example of the initial gel comparison file (GCF) output of CMPGEL program applied to 

gels 54.1 (PI-IA lymphocyte gel) and 36.1 (resting lymphocyte gel) in the effect of PI-IA experiment. 
The manually selected landmark spots are lirst listed followed by the number of spots in each gel. 
The best spot estimates of the landmarks are then given. The Euclidian distance between the 
segmented and manually defined landmark spots are listed. The half-radii and next-nearest- 

neighbor landmark spots are then listed. Total spot densities are listed for each gel for both 
included and noise (omitted) spots. 

correct. However, a small radius of confidence may have undesirable effects on 
pairing. Furthermore, spots that would otherwise be matched as sure pairs 
might be entered into the probable pair category. Thus selecting landmarks too 
close to each other probably introduces an incorrect bias in partitioning spots 
due to digitization-type errors and a higher probability of interacting with more 
landmark sets. It is possible for a spot pair to be found in the next to next- 
nearest-neighbor landmark set rather than the landmark or next-nearest 
landmark sets. In digital space, the problem of a possible shift of a spot from 
one landmark region to another as a result of increasing the concentration of 
landmarks is obscure and does not seem easily treated. 

Considerations of correctness and completeness of the primary pairing 
algorithm are not simple although the algorithm in itself is quite 
straightforward. The performance should not be gauged exclusively on the 
results when gels of widely different spot numbers are compared. On the other 
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TABLE IIIb 

EXAMPLE OF GEL COMPARISON FILE-PAIRING DATA 

LPIAJ Cl HAS 15, G2 HAS 
#A cl:3581-30, 2Jac2:1651-24, -41 
rA ~1132?I-20,-131LG2I164t-16, -61 
IA G11333L -5,.lllcc21l6oL -9,.101 
"A t11334f 6, -9J&C2:156I 4,-141 
IA G1:338l-11, -9JLC2;1bO[ -9,.101 
IA G11349t 0, 016G2t167C 0, 01 
#A 611350[ 11, -3JCG2: 01 0, 01 
IA G11352l.21, 1JLC2:173I-24, 11 
IA G113531.16, .21&C2I179~-15, OJ 
,A GI:3541 -9, -1lCG2tl7Ot -8, -21 
*A c1r3s9t 14, lJbt21 O[ 0, OJ 
IA Cl13621 21, 2JLG21 01 0. 01 
#A G11365t 10, 5JCC2: OI 0, 01 
IA G1:3671-11. 61CG21172t.15, 01 
.A 611371[ 5; lllLC2l Or 0. 01 
#A G11374I.17, 12JLG21 O[ 0, OJ 
IA 611333L 60,.17~LGlrlS5t-72. -91 

LMIBJ Gl HAS 50, GP HAS 27 SPOTS 
18 c11219I.32, -7JCG21 S4t.32,.141 

9 SPOTS 
PP,DP= 8.5,DL=30,01=31.6,02= 4.Sndl.OMnd 
PP,OP= S.l,OL~24.01= 5.4,02*12.Ond .5*nd 
AP,CP* 4.lrDL813.Dt~ 6.3,02~ 5.3nd .Ilnd 
PP,C"= 5.4,DL=15.01=10.9;D?= 3.7nd . 
F$"D;. 2,2,DLrl4,01= 7.1,02m 5.3nd .:::i 

I ,O,DL* O,D1=56.4,D2=60.4fIdl~2’0nd 
"S:CL=ll.4,DL=ll,Ol= .e,n2= .Ondl,lMd 
PP,DP* 3.O,DL~24,01=58.2,02= 3.Sndl.2Mnd 
PP,DP= 2.2,DL=IC,C1* 4.9,D2=22.lnd .?*nd 
SP,DP= 1.4,DL8 9,Dl*lO,b,D2= S.Ondl.OMnd 
lJS,CL=l4.O,DL=I4.D1~ 2.9,DZ= .Ondl.lMnd 
US,CL=21.1,DL=21,01~ 2.6,D2= .Ondl.llnO 
US,CL=ll.2.DL=ll,Dl= 4.5.028 .Ondl.lUnd 
AP,DP* 7.2,DLmlS.Dl~ 1.3,D2=22.lnd .6*nd 
US,DL=12.l,DL.~12,01= 2.5,D2a .Ondl.lNnd 
US,OL=20.S,DL~21.D1~ .4.D2= .Ond .Wlnd 
AP,DP= 4,5,DL=17,01= 6.3,02= 3.Snd .lMd 

PP,CP= 7.O.DL=35,Dl= .3,D2* 2.9nd .Ilnd 

. 

. 
PAIRXNG STATISTICS 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

btter Inltlal D4lrlnQl 
us 31 
SP 46 
PP 222 
AP 131 
(sP+PPJ/fUS+AP+SP+PPB~ 61.56 

After racondary palrln9: 
us 15 
SP 66 
PP 242 
AP 133 
(aP+PPJ/~US+AP+SP*PP~~ 66.16 
Real IIML =00107:02 
CPU TIME =00102102, 28.903% 

Note. The final labeled landmark sets are listed in the remainder of the GCF with pairing 
statistics for gels 54.1 and 36.1. The bracketed 2-tuple is the relative Cartesian distance from the 
spot to the landmark. The segmentation spot index preceeds the “[.” The spot labels are 
(SP,PP,AP,US). DP is the distance between spots in a pair and DL is the distance of a pair from the 
landmark. Dl (02) is the D’ (background corrected) density measurement of the spot in gel 1 (gel 
2). Mnd is the maximum ND value seen for either spot in the pair. 

hand comparisons of closely similar gels are too “easy” to be regarded as a 
valid test. The proper test object characteristics are still incompletely defined. 

Similarly, the results of the secondary pairing must be viewed in the light of 
relative spot numbers and distributions within the gels to be compared. The 
seemingly small number of additional matches resulting from secondary pairing 
may well indicate that the major problem lies elsewhere, e.g., in gel 
inequalities, etc. Properly designed tests on suitably constructed test objects 
are an item for future work. The current secondary pairing algorithm is a first 
approximation to solving this problem and does not handle some of the cases 
which might require looking in other landmark sets for possible re-pairing of 
spots. 

The current pairing algorithm defines a sure pair (SP) as being within the 
landmark radius Ri for landmark i. We have found that most of the possible 
pairs (PP) are actual pairs and should be pooled with the sure pairs as well 
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matched spots. Ambiguous pairs and unresolved spots may result from 
comparing two widely different or noisy gels, Currently, nothing is done with 
these (AP and US) spots. This opens up a possible extension to the algorithm 
incorporating additional procedures to further process the AP and US spots. 
Spot conglomerates sometimes appear as single spots and other times as 
several spots, e.g., actin complex. 

Occasionally, a landmark spot will not be segmented correctly or will not be 
defined well by the operator. When this happens, the CMPGEL program 
rejects that landmark since it will have a large distance to its corresponding 
GSF spot. This has the effect of placing the set of spots which would have been 

FIG. 10. Density vs density scatter plot (on a log-log scale} of lymphocyte gels 102.2 (PHA) and 
103.2 (no PHA). The density values are normalized as a percentage of total D' of the SP + PP 

paired spots. The scale ranges from 0.1 through 100.0 with decades denoted by extended scale 
markers. 
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in that landmark set into adjacent landmark sets. The net result is that some 
spot pairs are either not paired, are mispaired, or are paired with a higher DP 
and DL than if placed in the proper landmark set. 

We have found that highly populated spot regions should have somewhat 
more landmarks but landmarks should not be “on top of” one another. Other 
criteria in landmark selection include using fewer landmarks if the regions have 
little distortion and line up fairly broadly and well. A landmark should be well 
defined morphologically being part of a consistent pattern in all of the gels to be 
compared. 

At present depending on gel quality (the single most important factor) and the 
set of landmarks selected (which must be in all gels to be compared), manually 
landmarking a pair of gels takes from 3 to 30 min depending on the 
comparibility of the gels with an average time being about 5 to 7 min. 

The ability to pair most of the spots in a set of gels enables examination of 
larger gel data bases and detect subtle shifts and correlations in the spot data. 
Figure 10 shows a scatter plot of normalized paired (SP and PP labels only) 
lymphyocyte gels. Most of the spot pairs are close to the 45” line. Some of the 
outliers are real and some due to noise in the entire gel-image processing 

Gl G2 Gn 

t 
Segmentation 

t 
Segmentation 

t 
Segmentation 

GSFl = {spot list}, GSF2 = {spot list ) 2 GSF, = ( spot list} ” 

GSF, GSFi LM,i 

v x(n-7) comparisons with GSF, 

I Gel pairing 

GCF i = ({ spot pairs }, , { spot pairs}, ,. . . , {Spot pain} K ) 

{ GCF,, GCF2,. . . GCF,ej } 

t 

CGEL data base construction 

CGL=({ rspot ,} e{ rspot2). . . . . {rspotz}) 

FIG. 11. Data structures used in the gel analysis. The GSFs (gel segmentation files) are produced 
by the segmentation of the gel images. The GCFs (gel comparison files) are produced by comparing 
the GSFs using a set of landmark spots. The CCL data base is constructed by merging the GCFs. 
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system. The next paper (2) discusses techniques for further resolving noisy 
data using multiple gels and means for facilitating the checking of outliers. 

5. CONCLUSION 

An algorithm for the spot pairing of 2D electrophoretic gel image spot lists 
with generation of a gel comparison file has been presented. This algorithm is 
successful in pairing spots under a wide variety of gel conditions. It is useful as 
a second stage processor (after image segmentation) in the analysis of 2D gels. 
Because there is no need for user interaction during gel pairing after the initial 
landmark selection has been performed, a series of gels may be batch 
processed to increase efficiency. 

After matching, each spot pair produced is ranked with a set of heuristic 
pairing features. It is often desirable to compare corresponding spots among a 
number of gels. The pairing performed by this algorithm is a prerequisite for the 
analysis of multiple gels where one treats the values of particular spots within a 
set of gels. Figure 11 shows the successive data reduction performed at each 
stage of multiple gel processing in GELLAB. Gel segmentation files (GSF) 
consisting of spot lists are merged using the gel-pairing algorithm into gel 
comparison files (GCF). These in turn are merged into a gel data base (CGL). 
The third paper discussed this last procedure and its ramifications for 2D gel 
analysis. 

APPENDIX 

A. 1. Landmarking a Set of n Gels to a Single Gel 

Landmark spot sets are manually defined using the Real Time Picture 
Processor, RTPP ( 14 -18)) alignment program by interactively flickering two 
gels and noting corresponding alignments for a specified set of landmark spots. 
The initial landmark set is defined for the single gel (denoted the reference or R- 
gel) in file LMOOOl.DA. The operator interacts with the TV system using a 
spark pen tablet to point to a spot while a corresponding white cursor moves 
over the TV image of the flickering gels. Pressing the pen causes the current 
position to be noted. Since this landmark set is to be used to define the 
landmarks for the reference gel, it may be landmarked with any gel including 
itself. This file and the list of the other n - 1 gels to be processed are input to the 
MAKCMP (cf. Appendix A.2) program which generates a batch job for the 
RTPP. This batch job will then generate, with the users aid in landmarking, the 
set of n- 1 landmark spot files (LMOOO2.DA, . . . , LMn. DA). 

Alternatively, when landmarking a set of gels to a given reference gel, it is 
possible to speed up the landmarking process by advancing the cursor to the 
next landmark under program control. The user then only has to flicker align 
the two gels at the indicated spot. This feature was found to save on the order 
of two to three times the time normally required. In addition, it guarantees the 
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consistency of the landmarks selected because the computer sets the cursor to 
the next landmark in the R-gel. Thus the initial landmark set will be the same 
for all gels. After the set of landmark files are defined, they are transferred to 
the main computer. 

The new landmark spot sets are then appended to the end of landmark spot 
file LMS.LM which is used by CMPGEL along with the particular accession 
file GEL.ID (cf. (1)). This permits the construction of an extensible landmark 
spot data base which may be referenced by its contents. That is, a set of 
landmark spots is accessed in the LMS.LM file by a pair of accession number 
names. A sample of the LMS.LM landmark data base file is illustrated in Table 
II. 

A -2. Semiautomation of Landmarking 

When landmarking several gels against a single standard gel, it is useful to 
use the same set of landmarks in all gels. This can be done manually using the 
spark pen but is very tedious. A better mechanism is to landmark one gel with 
the standard gel to define an initial landmark set. Then, this initial landmark set 
is used in subsequent landmarking to preset the position of the cursor prior to 
aligning and marking the next landmark between the new gel and the R-gel. The 
procedure is performed in three steps: 

(1) Generate the initial landmark set using the standard gel. 
(2) Run the MAKCMP program which will generate a batch job after being 

supplied with the following parameters: 
(a) Name of the initial landmark set file. 
(b) Name of the batch file to be generated. 
(c) List of gel pairs to be landmarked where the first element of each 2- 

tuple is the standard gel. 
(3) Run the interactive batch job just generated. This job has the standard 

landmarks supplied for each gel to be landmarked with the standard gel. 
Landmarking is then performed by enforced correspondence of landmark spots 
in the standard gel. These are successively indicated on the display by a cursor. 

Use of this semiautomatic algorithm was found to decrease the landmarking 
time required by a factor of 2 to 3. In addition, it reduced fatigue and errors 
introduced by the user in selecting the wrong spots as the landmark spots in 
successive gels. 
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